
PROPOSED

Create defined and 
accessible public areas 
at the harbour

Use buildings to define 
street edge and create 

small public spaces

EXISTING 

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Wall creates a barrier and 
separates the street from 

the water

Harbour space is not 
well defined as part of 
the public realm

PROPOSED

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Existing path is 
serviceable but 
does not draw 
people across Route to Castle / 

LCC is not clear

Existing wall and waterway have 
potential to reinforce Stornoway’s 
harbour town image

EXISTING

Left to right: 
Bridge, Pamplona, Spain; 
Play Area, Copenhagen, Denmark;
Public Showers, Copenhagen, 
Denmark; 
Clubhouse, Kitmoller, Denmark.

By expanding and enhancing public space by the water, Stornoway’s image of a picturesque harbour town is reinforced.OPPORTUNITIES

OPPORTUNITIES

EXAMPLES

Left to right: 
Copenhagen, Denmark;
Marseille, France;
Deggendorf, Bavaria

EXAMPLES

Frame views to Lews Castle and from 
the castle back to the town to draw 
people across in both directions. 

The bridge would create a new water 
zone at Bayhead that can become a 
recreation area and contribute to 
revitalising the businesses across the 
street.

BREAKING DOWN WALLS: CONNECTING TO THE HARBOURM1

CONNECTING TO LEWS CASTLE AND LCC M2

The wall along Cromwell Street creates a barrier, blocking views and separating the buildings from the harbour.

Examples of successful interventions using stepped public space.

PORT AUTHORITY PROPOSALLews Castle and the college are excellent assets for Stornoway, but connections from the town are not emphasized. 

A connecting bridge would provide the opportunity to frame views to Lews Castle.

Example projects demonstrating successful strategies to create harbour-side activity areas.

Connections to existing trail 
network in Lews Castle 

Grounds
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Connection to coastal path - 
can connect all the way to 

Arnish for locals and tourists 
arriving by cruise ship  

More direct connection from 
Castle to town centre

Creating a direct link and an activity 
zone in Bayhead will increase footfall 

in the area for the adjacent businesses

STORNOWAY VISION 
MEDIUM (M) STRATEGIES


